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INTRODUCTORY NOTE
 
The Cities Network for Integration (CNI) gladly shares its 3rd newsletter, in which you will 
find information about the new initiatives that have been developed recently within CNI 
and you will discover actions from many cities in Greece, in fields such as employment, 
awareness and civic engagement.

Within its work, CNI held a meeting at the level of Mayors through which was expressed 
the will to continue and expand the inter-municipal network. In fact, CNI recently wel-
comed its 18th member, the Municipality of Katerini. The statement by the Mayor, 
Konstantinos Koukodimos, is hosted in the newsletter. 

Local authorities are working to mobilize their citizens in favor of vaccination and to 
ensure that all citizens, without discrimination, have access to it and to other means of 
protection and prevention. 
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Last but not least: 
CNI will soon have its own website which is going to be

available in Greek and English at 

www.cnigreece.gr

* The Cities Network for Integration (CNI) is an inter-municipal network of Greek municipalities working together to organize and implement coordinated activities and interventions at local 
and national level, aimed at promoting social integration of migrants and refugees and strengthening social cohesion. The CNI launched its operation in January 2018, based on a memoran-
dum of understanding between the municipalities of Athens and Thessaloniki, that paved the way for a common framework for cooperation.  Since April 2020, the CNI is supported by IOM 
Greece and UNHCR Greece on the basis of a trilateral cooperation with the Municipality of Athens.

Members: Athens, Chania, Delta, Agios Dimitrios, Heraklion, Thessaloniki, Ioannina, Kalamaria, Karditsa, Katerini, Larissa, Livadeia, Neapoli - Sykies, Nea Filadelfeia / Nea Chalkidona, Piraeus, 
Telos, Trikala and Tripoli.

http://www.cnigreece.gr 
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Meeting of Mayors

At the initiative of the Municipality of Tripoli, an invitation was 
addressed to the Mayors of the Municipalities - members of  CNI 
with the aim of holding an online meeting. The aim of the initia-
tive, which took place on 10 November 2021, was to discuss the 
Network’s next steps at a political level. 

The institutionalization of a more structured form of operation 
for the Cities’ network, the strengthening of its role in terms of 
the development of financial synergies as well as in terms of the 
institutional representation of the Municipalities, are three of the 
points that emerged as important for the next periods by Mayors 
and elected representatives.

The Mayors who participated, in alphabetical order, were:

Androutsou Maria, M. of Ag. Dimitrios 
Dardamanelis Ioannis, M. of Kalamaria 
Elisaf Moisis, M. of Ioannina
Ioannidis Ioannis, M. of Delta 
Kamma - Aliferi Maria, M. of Tilos 
Koukodimos Konstantinos, M. of Katerini 
Lambrinos Vasileios, M. of Heraklion 
Moralis Ioannis, M. of Piraeus 
Papastergiou Dimitrios, M. of Trikala 
Tzioumis Kostas, M. of Tripoli        

The Deputy Mayors & Elected Officials who participated, 
in alphabetical order, were:

Avarlis Georgios, Deputy Mayor of Electronic Government Busi-
ness Planning of M. of Thessaloniki
Genitsari Pari, Deputy Mayor of Social Policy 
of M. of Neapoli Sykies
Daskalaki Melina, Executive Advisor for Migrants 
and Refugees of M. of Athens
Deligiannis- Dimitris, Deputy Mayor of Education, 
Lifelong Learning & Administration of M. of Larissa
Zervoudaki Eleni, Deputy Mayor of Social Policy, 
Equality & Disabled People of M. of Chania
Theodoropoulos Theodoros, Deputy Mayor of Volunteerism, 
Special Population Social Groups & Solidarity & Public Health 
of M. of Karditsa 
Karidis Dimitrios, Deputy Mayor of Planning and Development 
of M. of Piraeus
Papadaki-Skalidi Eirini Deputy Mayor of Social Services 
of M. of Chania

Katerini is the 18th
member of CNI: 

Statement of the Mayor, Kostas Koukodimos 

        The role of the Local Government in the challenge that our 
country faced from the refugee wave has been particularly critical 
for the reception and integration of refugees in local communities.

The challenge was twofold and concerned both ensuring so-
cial cohesion and relieving families and people scared and in 
distress.

The Municipality of Katerini participated in this effort by support-
ing the ESTIA program in Katerini and Thessaloniki.

We gladly participate in the Cities Network 
for Integration, because we believe that with our 
cooperation  and the exchange of ideas, know-how, 
reflections, we will achieve the goal and respond 
to the best possible grade.
An even greater challenge for all of us is to help address the fear 
that often manifests itself in local communities. The successful 
integration of immigrants and refugees includes equal participation 
in the social, cultural, economic life of the country.

Concepts such as mutual respect, social acceptance by local com-
munities, coexistence, solidarity come to the fore and we must 
support them with initiatives and actions.

This can demand time and certainly requires training on both sides. 
Refugees and society. To achieve this, but also to form resilient and 
sustainable societies, education is the main pillar.

Despite the difficulties and the economic hardship, we must set 
priorities and demand from the state the support of all initiatives 
that will contribute to the social integration of refugees.
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CNI will soon be online at www.cnigreece.gr. The web-
site is addressed to representatives of institutions, policy 
makers, civil society organizations, professionals as well 
as the general audience. 

Gathering information about the work of Greek cities in 
the field of integration, the new platform will contribute 
to the promotion of the work of CNI and the Municipali-
ties that are a part of it, will highlight good practices and 
will contribute to the promotion of positive narratives 
and the fight against stereotypes and hate speech.

 

* The website was funded by the International Organization of Mi-
gration Greece (IOM) as part of its joint support with UN High Com-
missioner for Refugees (UNHCR) to the Cities Network for Integration 
(CNI).

  CNI WEBSITE
COMING SOON! 

JOINTLY
Activities at the initiative and with the participation of CNI members 

Letter to the central administration regarding the implementation of ESTIA 2021 program

The members of CNI sent a letter to the Minister of Migration and Asylum, Mr. Mitarakis, regarding the problems faced by the imple-
menting bodies in the management of the program “ESTIA 2021: Accommodation program for applicants for international protection”. 

The letter highlights the significant delays in the payment of installments by the Ministry of Migration and Asylum, which now has 
the sole management of the program, to the Municipalities - housing partners, as well as issues of communication and coordination 
with the relevant authorities. In this context, the members of CNI underlined the need for an immediate solution to these problems 
for the smooth implementation of the program. 

Shortly after the intervention, the pending issues were resolved.

The Babel Day Center seminars have been successfully completed
The series of empowerment seminars for employees in Municipalities, which were organized in collaboration with the mental health 
unit for immigrants «Babel Day Center» in the framework of the empowerment actions of the CNI, was successfully completed.

From April to December 2021, 240 people participated in one or more of the seven seminars held. 

Municipal staff is empowered in the use of media 
The Cities Network for Integration and ActionAid Hellas, in collaboration with DCN Global organized, on November 30, 2021, a work-
shop on media literacy and social networking for 20 employees in social services and local government programs.

In order to empower professionals working with vulnerable groups, including refugees and migrants, in the services and programs 
of the member cities of CNI, the workshop introduced the participants to basic concepts regarding fake news and misinformation, 
brought them in contact with methods of detecting fake news, misinformation and hate speech and provided tools for dealing with 
the above phenomena and the development of positive messages regarding refugees and migrants.

* The event is part of the Faces of Migration program, in which ActionAid is an organization - partner for Greece. The program is implemented together with organizations 
from 6 Member States of the European Union. Its aim is to contribute to the promotion, adoption and implementation of the 17 Objectives for Sustainable Development 
by local and national policy makers, through institutional pressure from citizens. 
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The exhibition “Exploring our cities” 
traveled to the member cities of CNI

The photographs of 38 amateur photographers, Greeks and ref-
ugees, traveled to 7 cities - member of the Cities Network for 
Integration who participated in the photographic action “Exploring 
our cities” of the International Organization for Migration (IOM). 

At the beginning of 2021, IOM, in the framework of the HELIOS 
integration program, collaborated with seven Greek Municipali-
ties and CNI with the aim of presenting a photographic tour in 
the cities of Athens, Heraklion, Thessaloniki, Ioannina, Katerini, 
Livadia and Piraeus. 

The aim of the exhibition was to inspire dialogue on each city’s 
perception of itself and to highlight aspects of the harmonious 
coexistence of refugees and migrants with host societies.

«The Walk ofAmal»
one little girl - one big hope

One of the stops on Little Amal’s journey for refugees from all 
over the world was Greece, where many Municipalities wel-
comed her, supporting her to continue her journey.

“The Journey / The Walk” is an international festival of culture 
for which artists, workshops, groups, organizations and institu-
tions in many different parts of Greece and in other countries, 
join forces to offer joy, support and hope! At each stop of her 
journey, Little Amal was greeted with artistic and cultural events 
created by members of the communities she visited. The aim of 
the organizers is to strengthen the already existing ties with the 
refugee community and to broaden our understanding around 
the concepts of “community” and “home”.

From 10 August to 5 September Amal visited Athens, Piraeus, 
Larissa, Trikala, Ioannina, Elefsina and Chios. 

Learn more here.

https://www.walkwithamal.org
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CITIES IN ACTION 
CNI members share
inclusive practices MUNICIPALITY OF ATHENS 

Athens stood out 
at the meeting of EUROCITIES

Athens successfully participated in the meeting of 20 European 
cities, which took place on 13 and 14 September in Brussels, in 
the framework of the program «CONNECTION - CONNEcting 
Cities Towards Integration Action» of the network of large cities 
in Europe «EUROCITIES».

Utilizing the knowledge from the operation of the Migrant Integra-
tion Center and the coordinating mechanism ACCMR, the Munic-
ipality of Athens presented its successful practices in the field of 
integration of refugees and migrants. At the end of November (23 
to 25 November) organized a three – day workshop in Athens to 
further exchange experience and practices on one stop services.

Learn more here (Greek).

The Migrant Integration Center of the Municipality of Athens, 
more extroverted than ever, plans new initiatives

ΕΝΤΑΞΗ 
Some of the initiatives of the Migrant Integration Center:

  Application for housing of asylum seekers: The Migrant Integration Center expands 
its services by conducting applications for housing of asylum seekers.. 
More about the services of the Migrant Integration Center here. 

INTEGRATION

INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS

Ms Melina Daskalaki, Executive Advisor for Migrants and Refugees, City of Athens, at the meeting 
of 20 European cities in the framework of the CONNECTION program of the network of large cities 
in Europe, Eurocities.

«Acropolis gives you the opportunity to understand what Athens 
means. It is not only the ancient. Athens is the layers of history that have 
passed since then. How good or bad it is depends on how good or bad 
the season was». 
Eva Khalil, Beneficiary of Athens Migrant Integration Center, 
Participant in the «Exploring our Cities Exhibition». 

  Citizenship exams: Since April 2021, volunteer trainers, in-
cluding the award-winning author Soti Triantafyllou, have been 
collaborating with the Municipality of Athens and the Migrant 
Integration Center, offering preparatory seminars for the Greek cit-
izenship exams. The Theater of Changes also supports this effort. 

  European Day of Languages 2021: The Migrant Integration 
Center participated with its own stand in the “European Day of 
Languages 2021” (25 September), in the Children’s Library of the National Garden where the visitors had the opportunity to get to 
know the world of languages and dialects though a program for the whole family. Also, students of the Migrant Integration Center 
participated in the photography exhibition of IOM «Exploring our cities» which was hosted at the Serafeio of the Municipality of Ath-
ens. The Migrant Integration Center also supported the initiative «The Walk with Amal», whose actions took place in Technopolis of 
the Municipality of Athens, but also the trainings and workshops at AntetokounBros Academy, the basketball and training academy 
created by Giannis, Thanasis, Kostas and Alex Antetokounmpo. 

https://www.accmr.gr/el/νέα/1112-η-αθήνα-ξεχώρισε-στη-συνάντηση-για-θέματα-ένταξης-του-μεγάλου-ευρωπαϊκού-δικτύου-πόλεων-eurocities.html
https://bit.ly/3Bs6D45 
https://www.accmr.gr/en/services/service/3406-κέντρο-ένταξης-μεταναστών-δήμος-αθηναίων.html
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«ESTIA 2021» Program in the Municipality of Athens: 
Connection with civil society for the benefit of refugees 

ΣΤΕΓΑΣΗ 
The program Providing Housing and Services for Asylum Seekers (ESTIA 2021) implemented by the Municipality of Athens through 
the Development and Tourism Company (EATA), expands its network with Civil Society by creating new partnerships with specialized 
service providers, to support most vulnerable cases.

  Support in the field of health: The program has developed cooperation with the Non-Profit Organization «Hospitality” which 
provides nursing care and home physiotherapy in some of the most vulnerable cases of beneficiaries. At the same time, thanks to 
the donation of baby milk from the «Humanitarian Initiative GEFYRES», 254 cans of baby milk were distributed to a corresponding 
number of children in 164 apartments housing families from the program ESTIA 2021. Also, a new action is planned in cooperation 
with the non-profit organization Diotima Center, aiming at informing groups of women and men housed in the program regarding 
gender-based violence.

  Preparation & Access to employment: Through the cooperation of the program with the Non-Profit Organization Odyssea, ben-
eficiaries of ESTIA 2021 have been referred and have submitted their applications for participation in vocational training programs 
at the Odyssea Academy. Also, adult women are going to attend the cycle of handcraft and creative construction workshops, in 
the context of the Psychosocial Support activities for Adults of the Multipurpose Athens Refugee Center of the Greek Red Cross.

Some of the recent ACCMR initiatives: 

  The ACCMR Employability & Access to Livelihoods Committee 
in cooperation with the International Organization for Migration 
(IOM) of Municipality of Athens, organized on May 14, 2021 
a digital Job Fair with the support of IOM and the Ministry of 
Migration and Asylum under the HELIOS integration program. 

The digital Job Fair, which attracted the interest of 450 partic-
ipants, brought together employers, professionals and trainers 
in the tourism industry with refugees and migrants interested in 
working in the sector, with the aim of promoting social inclusion. 

Read the relevant article in Kathimerini (Greek).

ACCMR is used as a good practice
in Belgium 

Recently, the methodology developed by the Athens Coordination 
Center for Migrant & Refugee issues (ACCMR) since its estab-
lishment until today, was used by the International Organization 
for Migration in Belgium for the development of the new platform 
of the Brussels Employment Agency (Actiris), which has been 
supported by IOM Belgium. Listen here to the relevant podcast, 
which is part of the launching activities of Actiris new platform.

COORDINATION

© Association for the Care of Minors and Youth
1,200 free self-tests were delivered to 6 organizations with the support 

of the «Babel» Day Center 

          Professional autonomy and financial independence are a 
necessary condition for social inclusion. Tourism is a place of 
opportunities and demands. 

Developing skills to promote integration is a priority of us and 
that is why the Ministry of Migration and Asylum is making 
an effort to map skills so that we can develop appropriate 
curricula.

Sofia Voultepsi, Deputy Minister of Migration and Asylum in 
charge of Integration

  COVID – 19 diagnostics tests for children: Thanks to the of-
fer of the “Babel” Day Center 1,200 rapid tests were delivered to 
organizations - member of ACCMR that support refugee children 
to facilitate access to cultural and sports activities. 
More (Greek).

ACCOMODATION

https://www.accmr.gr/en/news/1029-the-accmr-digital-job-fair-in-tourism-and-hospitality-was-successfully-held.html?art=1
https://www.kathimerini.gr/society/561366223/o-toyrismos-agora-ergasias-gia-toys-metanastes-kai-toys-prosfyges/
https://www.accmr.gr/en/news/1159-podcast-iom-accmr-en.html?art=1
https://www.accmr.gr/el/%CE%BD%CE%AD%CE%B1/1106-%CF%80%CF%81%CE%BF%CF%83%CF%86%CE%AD%CF%81%CE%B8%CE%B7%CE%BA%CE%B1%CE%BD-1-200-%CE%B4%CF%89%CF%81%CE%B5%CE%AC%CE%BD-self-test-%CF%83%CE%B5-%CE%B4%CE%BF%CE%BC%CE%AD%CF%82-%CF%85%CF%80%CE%BF%CF%83%CF%84%CE%AE%CF%81%CE%B9%CE%BE%CE%B7%CF%82-%CE%B1%CE%BD%CE%B7%CE%BB%CE%AF%CE%BA%CF%89%CE%BD-%CE%BC%CE%B5-%CF%84%CE%B7%CE%BD-%CF%85%CF%80%CE%BF%CF%83%CF%84%CE%AE%CF%81%CE%B9%CE%BE%CE%B7-%CF%84%CE%BF%CF%85-%CE%BA%CE%AD%CE%BD%CF%84%CF%81%CE%BF%CF%85-%CE%B7%CE%BC%CE%AD%CF%81%CE%B1%CF%82-%CE%B2%CE%B1%CE%B2%CE%AD%CE%BB-%CE%B5%CE%BB.html?art=1
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MUNICIPALITY OF HERAKLION 
The Migrant and Refugee Integration Council and Heraklion Labor Center 
cooperate for the labor integration of migrants and refugees

 
ΠΡΟΣΒΑΣΗ ΣΤΗΝ ΑΠΑΣΧΟΛΗΣΗ 

The Migrant and Refugee Integration Council of Heraklion started its cooperation with the Heraklion Labor Center within the 
framework of the Local Social Integration Plan of the Municipality. In July 2021, the first meeting was held with Workers’ Unions 
represented by the Heraklion Labor Center. The meeting aimed at exploring the possibilities of professional integration of migrants, 
asylum seekers and beneficiaries of international protection in the agricultural and tourism sector.  In addition, the initiative aimed 
at informing bilaterally and engage the labor market in order to improve working conditions and the legal framework governing the 
rights and the obligations of migrants and refugees.

Learn more here (Greek).

From Pakistan to Crete and now to the Universi-
ty: the optimistic story of Taha 
 
He came as a refugee from Pakistan to Crete. He managed to 
overcome many difficulties in just four years and now he will 
start his studies at the Department of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering of the Hellenic Mediterranean University in Heraklion, 
after his success in the Panhellenic exams. This is the story of 
Taha who speaks very highly for the love and support that he has 
received from the people in Crete, about his dreams and goals 
for the future that surely... include the island that embraced him.

Read here a related article at Avgi newspaper (Greek).

Watch the video, produced by Heraklion Development AAE 
OTA / Reactor here (Greek).

INTEGRATION

ACCESS TO EMPLOYMENT

© Development Agency of Heraklion, Giorgis Pakioufakis
 Taha begins his studies at the Department of Electrical and Computer 
Engineering of the Hellenic Mediterranean University in Heraklion.

Together, we learn the language

Volunteer high school students meet a group of ESTIA beneficiary children on a weekly 
basis from Summer to Autumn 2021. Aim of the meetings is the experiential learning 
of the language. 

For example, a visit to the supermarket to learn words while looking at products, a walk 
through the Venetian walls explaining names of landmarks and sights, as well as pieces 
of the city’s history. 

This action enhances the coexistence of minors, the pure intention of adolescents to 
offer, the sense of trust that is built between those involved and has as its ultimate goal 
acceptance and integration.

© Development Agency of Heraklion
Giorgis Pakioufakis

INTEGRATION

https://www.heraklion.gr/municipality/metanastes/sem-ekh.html
https://www.avgi.gr/koinonia/396091_apo-pakistan-stin-kriti-kai-sto-panepistimio-se-tessera-hronia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KEZ0Et_xULE%0D
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MUNICIPALITY OF THESSALONIKI 

The Migrant and Refugee Integration Council 
promotes integration
Some of the Migrant and Refugee Integration Council activities 

  Career4all: Action to link the refugee population to the labor market

The Career Day was held with great participation on September 23, 2021, in the courtyard of the City Hall of 
Thessaloniki, aiming to connect the refugee population with the labor market.

The initiative was organized by the Migrant and Refugee Integration Council of the Municipality of Thessa-
loniki and the Working Group for the labor integration of migrants and refugees. 

The activities of the event, in which there was a parallel interpretation in English Arabic, French, Farsi and Urdu, 
were mainly addressed to refugees and asylum seekers, who are looking for work in the area of Thessaloniki.

During the event, specialist career counselors briefed candidates on practical issues related to access to the 
local labor market, while business representatives presented the nature of their work and the skills required 
in the industries they represent.

A part of the event, refugees shared their own work experience in Greece with other candidates. 

In addition, a special session was held for companies in order to inform them about the labor rights of refugees 
in Greece and on issues of equal opportunities and diversity in the labor market.

Stakeholders and programs that participated: Municipality of Thessaloniki, Municipality of Neapoli-Sykies, 
INE - GSEE, HELIOS / IOM Program, UN High Commissioner for Refugees, ARSIS, IsraAID, ActionAid Hellas, 
NAOMI Workshop Thessaloniki.

Read here a related article at AMPE (Greek). 

ACCESS TO EMPLOYMENT 

  World Refugee Day - Conversation with refugees

ΣΥΜΜΕΤΟΧΗ ΣΤΑ ΚΟΙΝΑ  
On the occasion of the International Refugee Day, the Migrant 
and Refugee Integration Council of the Municipality of Thes-
saloniki organized an open meeting in order to inform about 
the actions of the Migrant and Refugee Integration Council and 
to highlight the concerns of the city’s refugees and those who 
do not have access to facilities. The event was funded by the 
UN High Commissioner for Refugees and the International 
Organization for Migration.

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT  

Discussion with refugees on the World Refugee Day on the 
initiative of the Migrant and Refugee Integration Council 
Thessaloniki, June 2021. 

https://thessaloniki.gr/career4all-%CE%B4%CF%81%CE%AC%CF%83%CE%B7-%CE%B3%CE%B9%CE%B1-%CF%84%CE%B7-%CE%B4%CE%B9%CE%B1%CF%83%CF%8D%CE%BD%CE%B4%CE%B5%CF%83%CE%B7-%CF%84%CE%BF%CF%85-%CF%80%CF%81%CE%BF%CF%83%CF%86%CF%85%CE%B3/
https://www.amna.gr/macedonia/article/587640/Elies-sti-Chalkidiki-kai-patates-sto-Neurokopi-mazeuei-prosfugikos-plithusmos?fbclid=IwAR2LR6oggRzBGIR6XyU6beMQSYS-h9rHFEJHe4WBzdBUVGUao3kWSqo6pfc
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  Awareness regarding disability 

As part of the «RePower - Disability Awareness Action» Pro-
gram, implemented by the Equal Society in collaboration with the 
Hellenic Paralympic Committee, was held an awareness-rais-
ing event at the «’Filoxenio», a shelter for asylum seeker fami-
lies - member of the REACT (Refugee Assistance Collaboration 
Thessaloniki) – Temporary refugee accommodation and support 
program team of the Municipality of Thessaloniki.

The program aims to develop educational activities, which in-
volve role models, introducing sports for the first time as a means 
of highlighting and addressing the needs of refugees with (or 
without) disability.

The action was attended by the host families, a family from the 
REACT program whose minor child has Down syndrome and the 
staff members of the structure. Four coaches from the Greek 
Paralympic team, two employees of the NGO Equal Society and 
two refugee athletes with physical disabilities participated.

During the action, some sports were presented, in which children 
and adults from the families participated. At  the same time the 
two athletes talked about their experience and their participation 
in the Greek Paralympic Team. The action was completed with 
the guided tour to «Filoxenio». 

  Activities for children in the city 

The Child Protection team of ARSIS, a member of the team of the 
REACT program of the Municipality of Thessaloniki, carried out a 
series of actions aimed at promoting the integration of children 
in the community of Thessaloniki.  

Activities: 

Guided tour of a small group of children of the program with the 
City Sightseeing Bus of Thessaloniki in the framework of the 
educational program “Getting to know my city”. Aim of the action 
was to get acquainted with the history and points of interest of 
the city and to raise awareness on issues of urban living.

Cycling in the area of Nea Paralia in Thessaloniki. Children aged 
10 to 16 years participated and were given the opportunity along 
with the professionals of the group to take a different walk on the 
beach of Thessaloniki, which included creative activities. 

Excursion to the Thermi Environmental Park. Aim was the inter-
action and experience of a family excursion.

Actions under the REACT program

  Video

The REACT (Refugee Assistance Collaboration Thessaloniki) – 
Temporary refugee accommodation and support program, which 
is part of ESTIA 2021, developed a video report for its 5 years of 
operation entitled “5 years of REACT - 5 years of continuous offer 
to fellow human beings”. 

Watch the video here (Greek)

INTEGRATION

Actions of the Migrant Integration Center  

  Greek language courses

Launch of a Greek language course (level A1/A2/B1) for recognized refugees and migrants. The first course started in October at the 
base of cooperation of the Municipality with an educational organization of the city. The aim is for the trainees to acquire tools that 
will enhance their integration in the labor market and in the wider local community.

5 years REACT- 5 years of 
continuous offer to fellow 
human beings

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT  AWARENESS RAISING

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HSyRjd0UrE8
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MUNICIPALITY OF IOANNINA 
 «Academy»: a place of support and connection 

ΣΥΜΜΕΤΟΧΗ ΣΤΑ ΚΟΙΝΑ 
The Intercultural Center for Social Integration «Academy», which is in the first year of operation, has become a place of support for 
refugees and migrants living in the area and their connection with the local community. 

Some of the recent initiatives of the Intercultural Center: 

  In collaboration with local, national and international organizations, the Music Festival «And everything changes the moon» was 
organized (July 2021), the Multi-themed Festival «Tales & stories in Ioannina - Explore Cultural Drifts Understanding, Acceptance, 
Participation»’ (September 2021) with exhibitions, speeches, discussions, concerts and program presentations by NGOs and inter-
national organizations active in the field of refugee integration. 

  Participated in video project «Good practices in the integration of migrants» delivered by the Municipality of Ioannina in the 
framework of the EPIC Program (European Platform for Integrating Cities) and the photo exhibition of IOM «Exploring Cities» held in 
collaboration with the Photo Festival “Photometria” and was hosted in the exhibition space of the Cultural Center of the Municipality 
of Ioannina, while it provided support to the multi-thematic project «The Walk with Amal», whose actions took place in the Cultural 
Center and in the wider Municipality. 

  In collaboration with the Public Benefit Enterprise of Culture, Youth and Sports of the Municipality of Ioannina, organized for the 
World Refugee Day (June 20, 2021) at the Cultural Complex “D. Chatzis” the event «One name – One story», an interactive game, which 
using the name of each of an occasion, gave the participants the opportunity to tell their stories, unfold memories, get to know and 
communicate with each other. 

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT  

Multi-themed Festival «Tales & Stories in 
Ioannina» organized by the Intercultural 

Center “Academy” in collaboration with other 
organizations, September 2021.
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MUNICIPALITY OF KALAMARIA  
Vaccination for everyone 

ΛΥΣΕΙΣ ΣΤΗΝ ΠΑΝΔΗΜΙΑ 

Since mid-April, vaccinations against Covid-19 began in the entire population of the scheme REACT / ESTIA II 
with regularly scheduled appointments of beneficiaries in public structures of the city, through PRAKSIS, which 
is a member of REACT (Refugee Assistance Collaboration Thessaloniki) – Temporary refugee accommodation 
and support program, which is part of ESTIA 2021. 

At the beginning of the school year, great emphasis was placed on informing the student 
population of all levels regarding self-tests. The live and telephone updates were continuous 
as well as the close cooperation with the schools. 

Until today, vaccinations account for 50% of the total REACT beneficiary population, and 
vaccinations are still being scheduled. While initially there was great distrust, now the 
beneficiaries are asking to be vaccinated. Vaccinations of minors aged 12-17 years have 
also started. 

MUNICIPALITY OF KARDITSA  
Publication of a multilingual book: 
«Fairytale Crossroads»

ΕΥΑΙΣΘΗΤΟΠΟΙΗΣΗ 
During the period of restrictive measures due to the coronavirus pandemic, a large 
group from all over the world, was at the «CROSSROADS» of cultures, in the building of 
the Municipal Market of Karditsa and after Michaela proposed the idea of exchanging 
stories and fairy tales, Venia spread it and everyone started looking for stories, tales and 
pictures to share.

The whole group ....traveled to the city of Asalato Alazain, where people live there with-
out the need of money, and tastes in the field of Panther the delicious fruits of the “cola” 
plants that breaks only to seal the friendship, and they found somewhere there also the 
evil wolf, which is similar in the countries of Arabia, and then they met the birds and the 
wind in the Sahara desert, and became friends with the cat and the mice and played, 
danced, sang, told jokes and laughed for hours with them on the estate and learned from 
Tryptamitis that they met on their way, the story of the Moon and the Poulia, and at the 
end of its journey the group learned from the father with the three sons that above all in 
our life we must behave like good people and help those in need as in this way we are 
rewarded and get what we deserve!

Read more here (Greek).

        I wish reading the “Fairytale Crossroads” to feel like a child again 
and to be able to see the world with a clear eye and empathy

Vasileios Tsiakos, Mayor of Karditsa, President of the Development Agency of Karditsa

SOLUTIONS TO THE PANDEMIC 

Fairytale cover «Fairytale Crossroads»
Ioannina 

AWARENESS RAISING

https://anka.gr/index.php/el/ypati-armosteia-ellada-6/draseis-entaksis/33-prosfyges/estia-draseis-entaksis/252-paramythenio-stavrodromi
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MUNICIPALITY OF LIVADIA
The IncluCities Program begins!  

ΔΙΕΘΝΗ ΔΙΚΤΥΑ 

The first three-day online study visit of the IncluCities program took place between 18 
and 21 May 2021, between the cities of Fuenlabrada (Spain) and Livadia (Greece), 
aiming at creating an action plan to improve the integration conditions of migrants and 
refugees.

With the participation of the Municipality of Livadia in the IncluCities program, not only 
is covered the growing need for exchange of good practices between the participating 
cities, but additional experiences are offered, able to improve everyday life and reduce 
reactionary attitudes. 

Fuenlabrada and Livadia are both Mediterranean cities facing similar migration issues. 
Fuenlabrada, as Livadia’s mentor, presented a series of proposals for the smoother in-
tegration of third-country nationals in the city. In his turn, the Mayor of Livadia conveyed 
the basic proposal of the Municipality, namely the creation of Community Service pro-
grams with the main goal of the labor and consequently social integration of migrants 
and refugees.

         Interaction with other cities is of the utmost importance, because 
the results and conclusions of our joint effort can be a good guide 
and an action plan for other European countries in the future
Ioannis D. Tagalegas, Mayor of Livadia.

More for the IncluCities program & the participation of Livadia here.

INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS

Mayor of Livadia, 
Ioannis Tagkalegkas

Snapshots from the documentary 
«Karene», Tilos

AWARENESS RAISING

MUNICIPALITY OF TILOS 
«Karene», a documentary from Tilos
 
The ESTIA II asylum program in Tilos participates in the production of a documentary 
undertaken by ERT in collaboration with the EBU (European Broadcasting Union). 

The child chosen to star this year is Karene, a 12-year-old girl who lives in Tilos with her 
family and is hosted under the ESTIA program. 

Other European public televisions, as well as Japan, will participate with similar videos. 
At the end of the year, these documentaries will become the links of a transnational 
mosaic focusing on childhood and will be presented at a special event in Geneva.

.

https://dimoslevadeon.gr/news/52630/
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MUNICIPALITY OF TRIPOLI  
Visit to the Acropolis Museum 

ΕΥΑΙΣΘΗΤΟΠΟΙΗΣΗ 

On the occasion of the celebration of the European Days of Cultural Heritage and in 
the framework of the program «A museum open to all», in September 2021 a visit was 
organized to the Acropolis Museum. 

17 children participated, aged 10 to 14, who are accommodated in apartments of the 
program “ESTIA 2021: Housing program for applicants for international protection” in 
the city of Tripoli. 

The purpose of the visit, based on the common European theme of this year’s celebration 
“Heritage open to all”, was to give the opportunity to both children and the Acropolis 
Museum to participate in a fruitful meeting, which will help familiarize children with 
history and the culture of the country and the promotion of their socialization and social 
inclusion.

Visit to the Acropolis Museum, Tripoli

ACCESS TO SERVICES

MUNICIPALITY 
OF CHANIA 
Social Laundry 
of the Municipality of Chania 

Since March 2021, the Municipality of Chania started the operation of the first Social Laundry in Greece, following a holistic approach. 
It is a new structure through which vulnerable citizens have access to a wide range of benefits. 

Specifically, the facilities include: social baths for the care of personal hygiene, washing machines and dryers for cleaning and drying 
clothes, municipal wardrobes for free supply of clothing, footwear and linen. There is also access to PC and TV and connection to 

housing, catering, psychological support and counseling services.

The Social Laundry serves people who either have trouble accessing basic amenities 
such as electricity or water or do not have any household items. Beneficiaries of the 
Structure are vulnerable citizens, citizens of Chania, such as the homeless, Roma and 
beneficiaries of social programs.

Through the free provision of services, the Municipality of Chania aims to improve living 
conditions as well as to improve the self-image and self-respect of the beneficiaries. 

The project was implemented with the assistance of the International Organization for 
Migration in terms of equipment financing though the REFRAME program.  

The contribution of agencies, companies and individuals, who voluntarily strengthen 
the equipment of the structure with whatever is necessary for its smooth operation is 
also important.

Clean clothes are not only a key component of personal hygiene, but also a symbol of 
care and quality of life - right to which everyone has access.

 Read more here (Greek).

AWARENESS RAISING

https://socialpolicy.gr/2021/06/%CE%BA%CE%BF%CE%B9%CE%BD%CF%89%CE%BD%CE%B9%CE%BA%CF%8C-%CF%80%CE%BB%CF%85%CE%BD%CF%84%CE%AE%CF%81%CE%B9%CE%BF-%CE%B4%CE%AE%CE%BC%CE%BF%CF%85-%CF%87%CE%B1%CE%BD%CE%AF%CF%89%CE%BD.html

